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All human spirit-forms find themselves in the “other world we-spirit-form level” for a planet (on the
relevant level) when they are not bound to an actual life. Aside from that each spirit-form has its own
storage bank, in which the entire evolution-essence of all past lives is stored. This storage bank contains
all important values such as knowledge, wisdom, truth, peace, harmony, etc. in impulse form. The spiritform stores also in this world, respectively in an actual life, its evolutive essence in itself, whereby the socalled knowledge-block is built up, which from one life to another is more or less broadened.
In the planetary realm of the other world is also found the overall consciousness-block which always
remains in the other world and which creates the individual consciousness-blocks.
In the other world a great number of Creation-energetic energy-agglomerations are stored. If one such
energy-agglomeration enters into the human embryo for the first time, the term of a new spirit can be
spoken of. This creates out of its own power and energy, individual personality-overall consciousnessblock (individual ‘overall consciousness-block’). The individual ‘overall consciousness-block’ creates with
the help of its own spirit-energy a still completely empty and unknowing human consciousness-block with
the fundamental-personality belonging to it, the fundamental ego, the fundamental consciousness and
the fundamental subconsciousness. (Personality and consciousness are two different terms for one and
the same.) Each individual ‘overall consciousness-block also has at its disposal its own overall
consciousness storage block in the other world.
The other world corresponds to an invisible, fine-fluidal Creation-Energy-shell rings around a planet and
in the universe. It consists of its own space-time-level, in which the time proceeds differently than in the
material world.
If there takes place a rebirth, then a human spirit-form leaves the other world on the 21st day after the
procreation of a new body together in each case with a new consciousness-block of the same personality
line and enters into a human embryo. After the birth of the new personality the learning process of the
consciousness-block begins, which continues during the whole actual (acute) life. The motto of all acute
life is always learning, in order to acquire as much as possible knowledge, truth, love, wisdom, etc.,
therewith to progress in the evolution from life to life. As Billy writes, on the 21st day also the binding of
the spirit-form to the material consciousness occurs which is animated through the spirit-energy of the
spirit-form.
With the death of the material body, the life line between the spirit-form and the physical body is torn
and the spirit-form and the consciousness-block change lightening fast into their other worldly realm. The
spirit-form arranges itself into the other world-we-spirit-form-level suitable for it, whereas the
consciousness-block joins itself into the individual ‘overall consciousness-block’ in the otherworldly realm.
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